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Amadeus Selling Platform Connect
Productivity Suite
Increase your agency
performance and productivity
with all the functionalities
that Amadeus Selling
Platform Connect Productivity
Suite – has designed for you.

Focus on what you do best
Boost your productivity.
Amadeus Selling Platform
Connect was created with
a spirit of innovation in mind.
Its advanced features reduce
administrative tasks and
boost your productivity.
The result? You get to spend
more time on what you
do best: creating amazing
travel experiences for your
customers.
Any travel agent can benefit, both
leisure and business. Travel Agents will
especially appreciate the full sales and
fulfillment flow, from defining of
customer profiles, through search,
compare and book, to managing eTicketing. Innovative features such as
Productivity Suite will help you stay one
step ahead of your competitors.

Productivity Suite
Increase your productivity
Tired of one-size-fits-all platforms?
Amadeus Selling Platform Connect
Productivity Suite delivers a range of
timesaving features – such as Smart
Flows, File Finishing, Smart Triggers,
and Quality Monitor – designed to
improve both your performance and
your productivity, saving you time
and money.

Easy, intuitive interface
The simple-to-use Graphical User
Interface (GUI) adapts completely to
your way of working and you can easily
and seamlessly switch between cryptic
commands and the graphical interface
at any point in time during your booking
while preserving the context. Expert
cryptic users can still use the Cryptic
environment, with an alternative

easy solution to perform complex or
infrequent tasks by switching to graphic,
when they want. On the other hand,
newcomers will be able to get started
quickly with minimal training, by going
straight to graphic from day 1.

Manage the entire journey
from one place
Manage your customer’s entire journey
by creating quotes, booking, amending,
invoicing and checking payments, all
seamlessly from one place.

Ease and efficiency
You can open, and work on, six
independent tasks/sessions at the
same time, similar to different sheets
in Microsoft Excel. Each task is
independent, yet remains visible
and accessible at all times.

__Smart Flows for pre-defined workflows
will help you complete tasks more
efficiently
__File finishing (or ‘touchless’ processing)
will facilitate the completion of Booking
Files based on pre-defined rules
__Smart Trigger to have an easy way to
activate additional customized actions
throughout the booking flow
__Quality Monitor controls in the booking
file will ensure adherence to rules,
including warnings, “stop signs” and
checks triggered by pre-defined actions

49% average time saving when you do
complex and repetitive tasks*
“Finally, a platform
that understands
my busy lifestyle.”
Paula Smith
Independent Travel Manager
Australia

“With Amadeus Selling
Platform Connect, you can
connect on any platform
and in any operating
system. This helps us
improve our service speed.”
Juan de la Huerta
Buenos Aires Branch Manager,
Delfos Tours
Argentina
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Productivity Suite features

Together we shape
the Future of Travel!
For more information please contact your Amadeus
sales executive or visit www.amadeus.com

* Average time savings based on Amadeus value calculations.
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